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THE COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE
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SUMMAILY

Thb report presents a compari~on of supercharger cm
the bam”sof the power required to compr~8 the air at a
dejnite rate, and on the basis of the net engine power
da’e~opedat ahkde8 from O to @,000 feet. The inves-
tigation, w+ich was conducted at the Langley Memorial
.4eronautical Laboratory, included gearedcentrifugal, tur-
bine-driren centrifugal, Roots, and iun+-iype super:
charger~. It af80 inckde8 a bn-ej dku8sion oj the
mechanical limitations of each supercharger and explains
how the method of controla$eck thepower requirements.

The resuk of this instigation show that for critical
a.lfitties below 20,000 feet there is a maximum di~erence.
of about 6 per cent between the amounts of net engine
potter dereloped by the rariows types of supeAu.rger8
when ideal metkuk of controlare employed, butfor cm”tkal
altitudes abore20,W0 feet an engine decelopsconsiderably
more po~er when equipped with a turbocentri~ugalsuper-
charger than with any other type. The Roots type gires
the [oxe8t S@engine power of all at high critical altitudes,
becau.~eit has the Lx& efieient type of co?npress$iok

The throttling methud of control used on the geared-
centrifugai type of supercharger is rery unsatisfactory at
[OWaltitudes from a net en~-ne power dandpoint when
compared &h the method used on the Roots or turbo-
centrifugal.

HW’RODUCTION

The practice of supercharging h& increased mate-
rially. during the last few yems. Superchargers now
have the following use+: On automobile engines to
supply air at pressures higher thm atmospheric; on
aircraft engines to compensate for diminution of
atmospheric pressure at ahitude as well as to boost the
pressure slightly during take-off and during flight at
Iow altitudes; on Diesel engines to suppIy the air for
both combustion and scavenging.

The -raried uses of superchargers have led to the
development of se~eral new types and to extensive
improvements on the existing conventional types. In
order to select the supercharger best $itted for a
particular condition of semice, a knowIedge of the
performance characteristics and the mechanical I.imi-
tations of each type is essential.

During the hat few years considerable flight and
Laboratory teat data concerning the performance of
the different types of superchargers have been oclkoted.
These data have not been, heretofore, reduced to a
comparative basis.

.sWo0+W4

OF SUPERCHARGERS

The only well-known information avaiIabIe concern- -—
ing the co-mparati~e performance of superchargers vias
published by the ~Tatio_naIAdvisory Committee for
Aeronautics. (References 1 and 2.) Reference 1 in-
cludes a theoretical anaIy& of the performance of
superoha~ed enghw, and Reference 2 includes the re-
sulta of tests that were conducted to determine the
comparative climb and high-speed performance ob-
tained by the ahrnate use of a fmrbosuperchargerand a
Root supercharger for supercharging a Liberty engine
that was insMIed in a mocMed DH-4 airplane. These
tests showed that the climb performance obtained with
the turbcsupercharger was slightly better than that
obtained with the Roots and that the high+peed per-
formance obtain~ with the turbosupercharger was de-
cidedly better than that obtained with the Roots. The
dtierence in high-speed performance increased grad-
ually with the altitude of operation, reaching a maxim-
um of 20 m. p. h. at 20,000 feet.

The object of the present inves~oation is to compare
the performance of the Merent type9 of superohmgere
to submit information that will permit the seIection of
the type of supercharger best fitted for a particular con-
dition of service. The data were analyzed by thq staff
of the NationsI Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF SUPERCHARGERS

For the supercharging of airoraft and automobile
engines three types of superohazgers have been used:
The Roots, the vane, and the centrifugal. A sketch
of each of these three types of supercha~ers is shown
in Figure 1.

The Roots type consists essentially of two qrnmet-
rical rotating e~ementsincIosed within a casing. The
casing is usually made of an sIuminum alloy ribbed for
strength and cooling. The rotating elements or impel-
Iera have cycIoidaI oontours except for the tip which
forms the arc of a cirole and for a narrow flat portion,
at the hub. The impeIIers are made from steel or a
light sUoy, the Iight metal being in more general usc
for aircraft-engine superchargers. The impellers are
rotated in opposite direction by gears. They do not
contact with each other nor the casing; the clearances,
however, are reduced to a minimum in order to reduce
the amount of air that slips back. This type of super-
charger is driven directIy by the engine and has been
operated at speeds up to 7,OOOr. P. m.
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The principle of operation of the Roots type super-
charger is as follows:

Lew-pressure air entem at A and is trapped by each
rotor in turn in the space B between the rotor and the
casing. The instant the tip C of the rotor passes the
corner D, the high-pressure air on the discharge side
rushes back and compresses the low-pressure air in
space B. Further rotation of the rotor for about 180°
is against the discharge pressure. There are four dis-
charge pulsations for each revolution or two for each
of the two impellers.

The centrifugal supercharger consists of a rotating
impeller incIosed within a casing. In welIdesigned
superchargers both the impeller and the casing are pro-
vided with VMMSto guide the entering and the dis-
charge air. Alloys of aluminum and magnesium have
been successfully employed for the construction of the
casing and the impeller. In large capacity super-
chargers air is taken in at both sides and near the center
of the impeller so as to eliminate the thrust on the
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about the center, B, the vanes, C, move out tigainst
the casing under the action of springs and c~ntrifugal
force, or by mechanical means. If tile vanes aro
moved by mechanical means, as has been found most
satisfactory, they usually operate with ~+slight clear-
ance rather than in contact with the casing.

The air enters the supercharger at D, and as tho
van- revolve the air is trapped between two succcssivo
vanes. As this air moves towurd the discluwge side
the volume betweent the vanes is decrea&d and thus
the air is compressed. The high-pressure tiir is dis-
charged through the opening E. T&s type of super-
charger is driven directly by the engine.

METHOD

One: of the most important characte@ics of an
aircraft-engine supercharger is the power required LO
compress air at a given rate for the desired range of
altitudes; in other words, the percentage of cnginci
power required by” the supercharger to maintain sea-

ROOT%

FIGUREI.—Representativetypesof auLwchnmers

bearings. In srualIsuperchargers, however, the air is
taken in at one side of the impeller only.

The blades, A, are designed so as to receive the air
without shock and to give maximum stiffness to the
impelk. The rapid rotation of the impeller causes the
air to have a high velocity at the impeller exit due to the
action of centrifugal force. The high velocity air is
discharged into diffuser vanes, B, which are so designed
that the velocity head is ef6ciently changed to a pres-
sure head.

This type of supercharger maybe driven directly by
~heengine through gems of sticient ratio to give the
high rotative speeds necessary for thk type of super-
charger, or it may be driven by an exhaust-gas turbine.
When driven by a turbine, the exhaust gases from the
engine are collectd in a nozzle box from which they
pass through nozzles to the turbine wheel, which is
coupled directly to the supercharger.

The vane type of supercharger consists of a series of
ranes mounted on a drum which is eccentrically located
within a cylindrical casing, As the drum, A, rotates

E
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level pressure at the carburetor. In this investigation
a rate of flow of 1 pound of air per second was assumed,
the air required by a well-designed engine of 492 horse-
power. The theoretical power required to compress
air flowing at this rate hm atmospheric prcssuro to
29.92 “fiches of Hg was co.inputcd for altitudes from
Oto 4~00 feet. These powti iciquirbmentswere com-
puted for a serh of compression exponents from 1 to 2.

When determiningg the power required for the com-
pression of 1 pound of air per second for the range of
altitudes and the pressure conditions mentioned abovo,
the equa’tion hp = G!Pl 1<“log. r was used for the iso-
thermal condition, and the equation

hp =,Ci~i PI Vl(r~- I ) for the polytropic condi-

tion, In these equations:
PI= the intake or atmospheric pressure,
V, =fie volume of intake air displaced per second,

T = the compression ratio,
C= a constant depending on the unit-sused, and
n =.tbe compression exponent.
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The theoretical power required by a Roots supercharger
to compress 1 pound of air per second was also com-
puted for the r~oe of altitude, pressure, and com-
pression conditions mentioned abo-ie, using the
equation

hp = C, 1’, (PrP,).

In this equation Pz is the discharge pressure.
The effect of the compression ~onent n on the

discharge air temperatures was ah determined for
the range of altitudes, and for the pressure and com-
pression conditions used in the power computations.
The discharge air temperatures for pdytropic ocrn-
pression were determined from the thermodynamic
reIation

(P,) %=;,
PI

in which
Tl= the intake air temperature, degrees Fahrenheit

abs.,
T:= the discharge air temperature, degrees Fahren-

heit abs.
The pressures and temperatures for a standard atmos-
phere gken in N. A. C. A. Technical. Report A’o. 216
(Reference 3] were used in these computations.

The net engine power de-doped tith each type of
supercharger was computed for critical aItit.udesfrom

-0 to 40,000 feet; the critical ahitude is the maximum
aItitude to which sea-led pressure can be maintained
at the carburetor. The unsupercharged engine power
and the ma-ximurndeveloped engine po-iver vmre ako
determined for tl~e same range of aItitudes. These
computations were based on a hypothetical engine of
good design de~eloping 100 brake horsepower at sea
level.

The determination+of the power output of the un-
supercharged engine for the range of ahitudes investi-
gated necessitated certain computations. The sea-level
power was corrected according to the temperatures and
pressures existirg in a standard atmosphere. The
assumption was made that the engine speed -wascon-
stant-and that the engine power mmiedaccording to the
forrmda

hp altitude= hp sea level
(+2)”15(% )-”’”

The relation was arrived at by Diehl (Reference 4) after
an anslysis of a large amount of experimental data.
Additiomd information verifying the temperature rela-
tion has since been obtained by the A’ational Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics and by the Bureau of
Standards.

In the computing of the maximum brake horse-
power deveIoped by the supercharged engine, the
assumptions were: The carburetor temperature at. all
altitudes was 59° F., the carburetor pressure was 29.92
inches of Hg, the engine speed was constant. The test
data submitted in N. A. C. A. Technical Report hTo.

355 and the computations on discharge ah tempera- ‘ ...
tures submitted in this report indicate that., having a
welIdesigned supercharger, one can use a cooler of
sufficient capacity to maintain sea-Ievel temperature
at the carburetor. The engine speed couId be main-
tained constant by the use of a variable-pitch or a
variabIe-diarneter prcpelIer. The effect of reduced
exhaust pressureson the power deveIoped by an engine
of 100 brake horsepower at sea lewd was computed for
altitudes from O to 40,000 feet. These computations
were based on the results of tests recently conducted by
the Bureau of Standards on a Curtis D–12 engine,
in which it was found that there was an increase of 2.56
horsepower for 1 inch of mercury reduction in exhaust “- “-
back pressure- Further discussion of the t=ts made by
the Bureau of Standards and of other tests on the effect
of exhaust back pressure on engine power will follow
[ater in the report.

The power required by the supercharger was sub-
tracted from the totaI po-iverdeveIoped by the engine
to obtain the net engine po~er in the case of the super-
chargers of the Roots, the geared centrifugal and the
vane types. Before this value of supercharger power
was used in the computations it was corrected for the
increased vohunetric efficiency of the engine operating
with atmospheric pressure at the exhaust. This cor- .-
rection was based on the results of tcda recently con-
ducted by the Bureau of Standards.

The po~er de-ieloped by an engine equipped with a
turbosupercharger was obtained by assuming thnt for
any altitude the &haust pressure was equal to the
carburetor pressure, which was 29.92 inches of mer-
cury. This assumption is supported by a large amount
of experimental data. Assuming a constant carburetor
ti temperature of 59° F. and a constant engine speed,
the engine equipped with a turbosupercharger has the
same power at all dtitudea up to the critical altitude.

PracticaI information regarding the r~pective merits
of each type of supercharger was obtained by studying , . _
the various methods of controlling the quantity of air
supplied at dMerent tdtitudcs. By controlling is
meant the manner in which the supercharger capacity
is varied so that the supercharger will suppIy carbu-
retor air at a pressure of 29.92 inches of mercury with-
in the range of altitudes for which it was designed.

The percentage of the engine power required by a
—.—

Roots type of supercharger was obtained for four -_
difTerentcapacities from vahms ~ven in N. A. C. A.
TechnicaI Reports Nos. 2s4 and 327. (References 5
and 6.) The percentage of the theoretical engine .-
power required by a Roots type of supercharger of io

per cent orer-aJl efficiency was also computed for com-
parison with the experimentsdvalues.

The -ialues of the power absorbed in throttling, the _
method used on a geared-centrifugal supercharger, ——
were obtained by computing the power required by
superchargers having criticaI ah.itudes of the following
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heights: 5,000, 10,000, 15,000, 20,000, 26,000, and
30,000 feet, .In arriving at these values it was assumed
that the pressure on the supercharger side of the thrott-
le valve was equal to the atmospheric pressure at the
critical altitude for which the supercharger was de-
signed, that the throttled air was compressed from this
pressure to 29,92 inches of .mmcury, and that the air
was compressed by the polytropic process at a com-
pression exponent of 1.6. These superchargers were
assumed to have an over-all efhiency of 70 per cent
and to; be of su.flicientsize to supply air at a pressure
of 29,92@whes of mercury up to the criticaI altitude for
an~enginedeveloping 100 horsepower at sea level.

The net engine power developed at altitudes from O
to 40,000 feet with each of .theae geared-centrifugal
superchargers was also detmmined, In these compu-

tures below the critical altitude were co;rcctad for tho
large increase in temperature caused fi~”tho conqwes-
sion of the throttled air and for the reduction duo to
drop in temperature as it passes through the coolor.
Above_ the critical altitude the supercharger discharge
& temperatures were corrected for the tcmporaturo
drop though the cooler in order to arrh-o at the car-
buretor air temperatures. For the conditions with
the Ro.gts and geared-centrifugal supcrchaqpa, tho
-e ~d supercharger power were corrcctcd for tho
increased volumetric efficiency at altitude.

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The resuhs of the computations on the theoretical
pover required to oompress 1 pound of air pm second
hm atmospheric pressure to 29.92 inches of mercury
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tations it was assumed that the ratio of the atmos-
pheric pressure to the carburetor pressure remained
constant above the critical altitude. This assumption
is not strictly correct, but the error introduced is small.

Additional computations were made on the net
engine po~er developed, at altitudes from O to 40,000
feet, with 20,000-foot superchargers of each type. In
these computations the effect of the method of control
used on each type was considered. It was assurned~
for the purpose of these computations, that the cooler
used was of sufficient capacity to maintain a carburetor
air temperature of 59° F. tci the critical altitude for
the condition with the Roots and the turbocehtrifugal
superchargers, For the conditions with the geared-
centrifugal superchargers, the carburetor air tempera-

1

I
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for altitudes from O to 40,000 feet for both a com-
pressor operating on the polytropic process and one
operating on a constant press~lreprocess are presented
in Table I. For the polytropic process, the ideal
power’ ivas computed for a series of compression cx-
ponenfs from 1 to 2. Table II presents results of
computations on the discharge air temperature’s with
these compression exponents, assuming standard
atmospheric. temperature at ~he beginning of com-
pression. These discharge air temperatures would bc
the same as the carburetor air temperfiturea if no
cooling were provided botwccu the supercharger outlet
and the carburetor.

The curves in Figure 2 were obtained by plotting tho
information presented in Table 1. If an over-all effi-

.—
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ciency of 70 per cent is assumed for each of the two
types of compressors, then the power required to com-
press 1 pound of air per second is greater for the Roots
type of supercharger by 3.49, 16.96, 47.35, and 111.32
horsepower ai altitudes of 10,000, 20,000, 30,000, and
40,000 feet, respectively, than it is for a supercharger
which operates with polytropic compre=on of expo-
nent 1.6. In the study of these theoretical poww
curw remember that sea-level pressures are main-
tained at the carburetor for a huge range of aItitudes
but that few supercharger installations maintain sca-
le-d pressure at. the carburetor for altitudes above
Z0,000 feet.

An analysis of the fright test data obtained with the -—
turbosupercharger and with the Roots type of super- —
charger shows that th=e two superchargers heat the
discharge air to a condition corresponding to that tith ._
a compression exponent of 1.6. (Reference 2.) Lf this
compression exponent could be reduced to 1.235, for an
engine consuming 1 pound of air per secondl gains in
engine power of 16.6, 33.8, 53.4, and 79.9 horsepower
would be effected at aItitudes of 10,000, 20,000, 30,000,
and 40,000 feet, ~pectiveIy. These figures are based ..-
on the temperatures gk~ in Table II and on the
assumption that the engine power varies inversely as
the square root of the absolute temperature. The
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The curves in F~e 3 were obtained by plotting the
information presented in Table H. A supercharger op-
erating in a standard atmosphere and hav@ a com-
pression exponent of 1.235 gives a constant discharge
air temperature up to the stratosphere (about 35,3oo
feet). Besides reducing the power reqtied to comp-
ress the air, as shown in I?iie 2, a supercharger
having a low compression exponent gives lower dis-
charge air temperatures, as shown in Figure 3. This
reduction in supercharger discharge air temperatures
inoreases the engine power, because a greater weight of
charge cambe inducted, and it also permits the use of
a smaller cooler.

sawingin supercharger power effected by the reduction
of the compression eqonent from 1.6 to 1.235 wotdd
be srd compared to the gain in engine power due to
the Lowercarburetor air temperatures; these gains for
a supercharger of 70 per cent over-all efficiency amount
b .94, 4.14, 9.86, and 19.71 horsepower at akitudes
of 10,000, 20,000, 30$000,and 40,000 feet, mpectiveIy.

The ddgn of a supercharger that wouId operate with
a compression exponent as low as 1.235 and that would
compress the Largevohme of air consumed by an air-
craft engine would be difEcuIt, if not impossible, be-
cause no satisfactmy means for remo~ the heat of
compression oould be provided. An air cooler would,
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therefore, be necessary in order to obtain a constant air
temperature. The use of a small cooler would be
possible if a supercharger of high efficiency were chosen,
because low discharge air temperatures would then be
obtained,

The power developed at standard altitudes from O
to 40,000 feet by an engine developing 100 horsepower
at sea level is shown by the curves in Figure 4. The
tot al engine power supercharged is the maximum
power developed by the engine with atmospheric
pressure at the exhaust and 29,92 inches of mercury at
the carburetor. When an exhaust turbosupercharger
is used, the net engine power is the total engine power

COMbiITZdEEFOR AERONAUTICS

net engine power of all at high critics 1 ahitudcs, as
wouId be expcwted from the fact tha{ i! has the least

.-

eflic.ientmethod of compression.
Om&hould remember that thw~ curv~~fcyr~ent the ._

remdts that would be obtained if a scrms of supcr-
Cha.rgersof each type were used, in whit h cuch super-
charger of the series was designed f& oti particular
altitude. In practice it is necessary to “’cmsidcr, in-
stead, the single supercharger that is bust fitt+l for a
range .of altitudes. As this range of aliitudw is in-” .
creased, each supercharger will be afIcctid; the size

.-

of the .eff;ct will depend principally on the tnct.hodof
control used.

Met enqke PO wer with Net enqt?e

FIIVJBE4.-Powerdevelo@ by an-erche@ anda ewerdmad eufne of100hmpowr at= ~vel

supercharged less the. reduction in power due to in-
creased exhaust back pressue. When a geared-
centrifugal, a vane, or a ROOtStype of superch~er iS
used, the net engine power is the total engine power ,
developed less the power required to drive the super-
charger. The engine power unsupercharged is the
power developed by the normal engine with standard
atmospheric temperatures and pressures at the intake
and exhaust.

These curves show that, regardle~ of the type of ‘
supercharger used, for altitudes below 20,000 feet the
differences in net engine power are very small. How-
ever, as the altitude of operation increases above 20,000
feet, these differences in net engine power increase ,
showing the exhaust turbosupercharger to be the most
favorable. The Roots supercharger gives the lo~~t 1

The ideal method of control is onc in which the quan-
tity of air taken into the supercharger is varied, witho-
ut t~ottling, to just enough to satisfy engine require-
ments. The use of discharge vrdves and an intake
control to obtain this ideal method for varying the
capacity of a Roots type of supercharger is discussed
in N. A. C. A. Technical Report IVo. 303, Reference 7.
Vi5th a vane type of supercharger, the ideal method of
varying the capacity could be obtfiincd by the use
alone,of the intake control, because the vanes would
take the place of the discharge valvm.

With the turbosupercharger, the method of control,
though not ideal, is nevertheless very satisfactmy.
The quantity of coxnpresscd air and tho amount of
comptission is regulated by the quantity of cxshaust
gas paiwing through tho turbine wheel. The supcr-

..
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charger is dtxjgned to suppIy enough air to satisfy
engine requirements up to some detite aItitude, that
altitude at which alI the exhaust gases pass through the
turbine wheel.

Such an e.scellent method of control is used by the
exhaust turbosupercharger that the curves shown in
Figge 4 for a series of this type, each one being
designed for one particular criticaI altitude, -would
probably closely represent the curve made by one
supercharger used for the entire range. If this super-
charger vmre designed, however, for a particular
critical altitude, such as 20,000 feet, the power curves
shown in Figure 4 would not then represent the actuaI
Power conditions above that ahitude, because the
&rburetor pressures would be 1=s th~ 29.92 inches
of mercury and the effect of back pressure on power
wouId increase as the carburetor pressure decreased.

The method of control used on the Roots super-
charger is not so satisfactory as that used by the
exhaust turbosupercharger. The Roots type is driven
directIy from the engine and is designed to maintain
gp-ound-IeveI pressure up to some definite aItitude.
Too much air is supplied to the engine at altitudes
below the criticaI altitude unkss some of the air is
by-passed. A supercharger designed for a criticaI
altitude of 20,000 feet should by-pass at sea Ievel about
40 per cent of the air. At low altitudes little energy
has -been e.spended in compressing the large amount
of by-passed air, and near the critiud altitude w-here
the required energy is greater, onIy a sma.Umount of
air is by-passed. The lower. the criticaI altitude for
any supercharger the less air is by-passed at sea leveI,
and proportionally less energy is wasted, below the
critical altitude, in compressing air and then
by-passing it.

The cum-es in Figure 5 show the percentage of the
engine power required by a Roots supercharger of four
different capacities. These four capacities were ob-
tained by the variation of the gear ratio between the
engine and the supercharger so that sea-leveI pressure
vrouki be maintained for ranges from O to altitudes of
7,000, 11,500, 17,000, and 22,000 feet. (Reference 6.)
The curves show that as the criticaI altitude is raised,
the deviation from the theoretical po-iver curve is in-
creased. This deviation would be expected on the
Roots type owing to its method of control, explained
in the preceding paragraph. The eq?erimentaI results
appro.simate more closely the theoretical dues as the
critical altitude is approached, because 1ssscompressed
air is by-passed, therefore, less power is wasted. This
condition is particularly welI demonstrated by the
curves of the superchargers of the lomst three capaci-
ties. The apparent discrepancy of the results from the
supercharger having a critical altitude of 22,OOOfeet
was due to the fact that the impeIIer clearances on the
supercharger used in the tests were too great. The
effect of Iarge clearances is not so apparent at low alti-

tudes as at high aItitudes, because the higher the alti-
tude the greater the pressure difference across the im-
pelIers; the greater pressure difference causes more
air to Ieak back past tha impelIem. The same amount
of air must be supphd to the engine for a Iow range of
altitude, such as Oto 6,000 feet.,by each supercharger;
therefore, the supercharger of iihe Iowest capacity
requires the Ieast power because ii would need to by-
pass the smallest amount of air. Consequently, the
percentage of the engine power required “for an~
altitude wouId increase with the capacity of the super-
charger. The curvm show that the difference in the
percentage of engine power required is smaII near sea
level, but is increasingly Iarge as the critical altitudes
are approached. For superchargers having critical
aItitud* of 7,000, 11,500, 17,000, and 22,000 feet, the
percentage of the engine power required at 6,000 feet
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is 3.9,4.75, 6.10, and 8.0, respectively. A Roots super-
charger of 70 per cent over-all eiliciency would req”hire
2.75 per cent of the engine power at 6,000 feet. The
hge diHerence between this theoretical value and the
results of experiment indicate that no single super-
charger designed for a range of altitudes cotid approx-
imate the theoretical curves of Figure 4- Ccmse-
quently, the turbosupercharger appears to be even
more advantageous than the curves in F~ure 4 indicate,
on account of its excellent method of control.

On the geared-centrifugal superchaWer the throttling
method of control is used. The air entering the super-
charger at sea level and at low ikitudes is throttled
until just enough air is admitted to satisfy engine re-
quirements at sea level. Throttling the air at the
supercharger idet to limit the quantity inducted makes
it necessary to compress the throttled air so that it will
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be discharged at sea-level pressures. Considering the
net engine power this method is very unsatisfactory,
because the engine power at sea level and at low alti-
tudes is greatly reduced by two factors; the loss of the
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FIGUBE.6.–Ho~power reqoiredby geeredeentrhgal
ewercbrme of Wfewt oapaoltfeetoeupplYefr tO~Iok
hrmqmvarengfneU&ISthrotffingmethodMmntrol

power used in compressing the throttled air,and
the loss in power due to the decreased weight
of the charge caused by the high carburetor air
temperatures resulting from the compression.
Figure 6 shows the power requhed by geared-
cenkrifugalsuperchargersof six different capaci-
tk to supply sticient air to maintain sea-level
pressureon a 100-homepower engine to critical
tiltitudesof 5,000,10,000, 16,000,20,000,25,000,
find 30,000 feeti The large amount of power
reqtied at low altitudes by ageared-centrifugal
supercharger is a serious disadvantage. “This
type of supercharger compares unfavorably, in
this respect,,with either the Roots or the turbo-
supercharger,because neitherof theserequire at
sea leveI more than 2 per cent of the total engine
power, nor do they heat the carburetor air.

The curves of Figure 6 show that the results
obtained by using a geared-centrifugal super-
charger for a large range of altitudes will
deviate considerably from the results of the
curves shown in Figure 4. This deviation
at low altitudes is so large that the”use of

cokfhmm3E I?oTtAMROXAmlcs

—

The net engine power developed by a 100-horse-
power engine when equipped with geared-cemtrifugd
superchmgers of several different capacit.ics is shown
by the curves in Figure 7. Although a tt.oolcrof suf-
ficient capacity to maiqtain, at the critimd nltitude, a . .
carburetor air tanperature of 59° F. was”.assumed to
have bwn wed for each condition, there would ncww-
theless he considerable heating of the ca@mretur air ..._
at low altitudes because of the large arnou”ntvf throt-
tling. ~@ increase in carburetor air t~p]pcraturo .=: ~
Mith a Zl0,000-foot critical altitude supercb~~t’r would
reduce the engine power about 7 per cent tit sea lewli
The advantage of using a compressor of unt or pore
stages ii ~ustrated by the serrate cur~e .lBC’D for a
.20,C)O()-foot“&it.icaI”altitude supercharger and tIw ser-
rate curve A13CDEF for a 30,000-foot critics! altitude
suptich~ger. For” the 30,000-foot supcrchqp rLL ._
least tmo stages of compression wouId k gecrqswy,
as the high press~e ratio couId m)t k A(aiued iu
one st~~e, while for the 20,000-foot, thu saving in
power could be accomplished by using OHCstage and
increasing the rotative speed, at the higher altitudes,
by means of a gear shift between the engine and the
supercharger.

The comparative performance obtained with 20,000-
foot critical altitude superchargers of different typos
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geared-centrifugal superchfigers for high critical alti-
tudes is not justified without prowkling two or more
stages and some method for disengaging the super-
charger or reducing its speed at low altitudes.

Btwke horsepo wer

FIOURE7.—Xetenginefiwer obtdnedateltltudesfiomOb 40,6MkwtwhensupmhmlngnIW
horsepowerenginewfthgeared+entrffugelsu~-em ofek dltferenten~clt[w

(~. 8) fidicates that-them is very little difference in
the performance above the ciitical shit.ude. Below
the critical altitude the geared centrifugal gives tho
lowest net engine power because of its very inefficient
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method of cimtrd. With superchargers of higher tained in the gears when the engine is accelerated
critical altitude, the best performance above and below rapidly. In order to obtain a gain in cMtical altitude,
the critical altitude wouId be obtained with a twrbo- the speed must be inoreased or the d.kmeter of the
centrifugal supercharger. The Roots vrouId be the rotors must be edarged. Either change inoreases the
least efficien~ at the critical altitude and above the force due to rapid accehmtion, consequently placing

-—

mitical altitude. an additional load on the gears. The geared-ecntrif-
Mechanica&jeatures and limitations. —AIthough it is ugal supercharger will, therefore, probably not be used .—

not the purpose of this report to disouas in detail t-he for high altitudes until further improvements are made,
mechanical features of the various types of super- or until these omnpressors are d&gged with two or
chargers, a brief discussion of some of the Imitations more stages of compression.
seems quite appropriate. The analysis submitted in The turbosupercharger weighs more than the geared- _
this report assumed that sea-leveI pressure was main- centrifugal supercharger, and it can not be compactiy
tained at the carburetor for critical aItitudes up to instalIed. The supercharger increases the drag of the
40,000 feet. This wouId be a -rery sewsrecondition of airpIane, bemuse the turbine must be plac+ in the

Fmurm8.-Net engine power obtainedatsltftudewhensup?dmrginga IWhmepower engfne with

different typw of mperE3argers of .2003M00t crftkal OIthude

ser~ice because of high temperatures and high mechan-
ical stresses. Although the performance of the Roots
supercharger has been satisfactory for criticaI alti-
tudes up to 22,000 feet (Reference 4), and the one used
by the United States Navy when establishing the
world’s altitude reeord had a critical altitude above
30,000 feet, the design of a supercharger of this type
that-would operate satiafactorily at 40,000 feet n-ould
be rery Mlicult.

The geared-eentrifug~ supercharger has the ad-
vantage of low weight and compactness, and it lends
itself to a particularly clean installation, especially on
rsdiaI e&inea. Gear ratios higher than 10:1 are
seldom employed on these instaIIations, altho~mhgear
ratios as high as 13 :1 have been used. Using the
latter ratio, a spring coupIing or friction clutch shouId
be provided to reduce the high stresses that are ob-

.

air stxeam so that sufficient ooo~m maybe obtained to
prevent the turbine buckets and nozzles from warping.
Some time is required to bring the rotor up to speed.
For this reason an engine equipped with a turbosuper-
charger responds sluggishly to the throttle. Difficulty
has also been experienced in the vmrping of vahes in
engines equipped with this type of supercharger, be-
cause the valves are continually surrounded by hot
gases.

The vane type of compres~or has been Iittle used as
an aircraft engine supercharger, though it has the funds:
mentaI advanta.w of the centrifugal type in that it
handles Iarge voIumes of air and operates on the poly-
tropic process. It is driven directIy from the crank-
shaft of the engine and can be Iocated so that the drag
of the airplane is not increased. In a vane type of
supercharger, the continual shifting of the center. of

.-.
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,
gravity of the rotating parts introduces inertia forces
which must be carefully considered in the design. The
fact that this difficulty has been overcome in small
machines k encouraging. It indicatm that it vdl not
be long befora vane type superchargers of sufficient
size for aircraft service can be operated at speeds of
5,000 r. p. m. md above.

The Roots supercharger has the advantage of sim-
plicity and it is equal to any of the others in reliability.
In this type of supercharger the size of the mechanical
clearances between the impellers and between the im-
pellers and the case is very important. These clear-
ances should be kept at the lowest practicable limit
in order to reduce the amount of air that can flow

I I I I I I I I I I
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FIGURE9.—El7ectof exhmstpmsmreonwweratWhrentengine
speede.AtOinchesdepremiontheexheustpressureequale24.92
Inoheeof Hg .-

back to a minimum, because. this air must be rec.om-
pres.sedwith~a resultant increase in temperature.

Efect oj exhaust back presmre on engine power.—ln-
asmuch as the exhaust back pressure affects the weight
of the charge inducted by the engine and the friction
losses of the engine, it must be considered in the deter-
mination of the engine power developed at diflerant
altitudes, and also in the determination of the power
required by the supercharger to supply the combustion
air. An analysis of the fight test data from an investi-
gation in which a Roots type supercharger was used to
SUpply and to meter the carburetor air showed that
there was an increase of approximately 8 percent in the
volumetric efEciency of a supercharged engine at
20,000 feet altitude as c.ornparedwith the volumetric

efficiency of the normal engine nt sea levci. This
increase in volumetric efficiency was principally due
to the better scavenging obtained with the reduced
exhaust back pressures. Another advnntege of the
reduced exhaust back pressures is the decrease in the
engine pumping losses on account of tho engine
exhausting against a lowered pressure.

To determine”the power output of a aupcrchtilgcd
engine at aItitucle, the effect of the exhaust back pres-
stie on the engine power must bc k“nown. This
knowledge is required regardless of the type of super-
charger wed, for the ability to compute the power at
altitude with a turbosupercharger, a type that in-
herently increases the exhaust back pressure, is as
necessary as the ability to computi the power at al-
titude with a mechanically driven superchargcr, a type
that produces no pressure at the exhaust.

Se~ersl investigations have been ocmducbxl to deter-
mine the variation of engine powm with cxhw.st back
prewure. Although the results cd these investigations
are no} in exact agreement, they are probably as good
as may be expected considering that the many factors
involved-compression ratio, carburetor pressure,valve
timing,. and manifolds%irnultaneoudy influence the
results obtained.

The fit experimental tests to determine the effect
of exha”uti back pressure on engine power were con-
ducted in the altitude chamber of tbo Bureau of
Standards. (Reference 8.) ~Tliis investigation was
conducted on a 150-homepowor IIispano-%iza engino
of 5.3. compression ratio, and included a range of
exhaust back pressures from 29.92 inches of mercury
to 13.38 inches of mercury. ,“f’hc data were corrcctcd
to a constant-intake temperature of 32” F, and to a
constmd engine speed of 1,500 r. p. m. These data
show a rate of change in p.owcr at sea level of O.C
horsepower for each inch of mercury change in oxhamt
back pressure when sea-level pressure is maintkincd at
the carburetor. With the pressure at the carburetor
equal to the pressure at sea 10A, but with the ex-
haust back pressure reduced to the atmospheric
pressure at an altitude of 25,000 feet, thct rate of
changg in power increases to 1.9 hcmcpower for each
inch of mercury change in exhaust back premurc.

b investigation recbtly conducted by the Nationnl
Advisoiy Comniit tee for Aeronautics to determine the
best salve timing for supercharged engines provided a
large .gmount of information concerning the effect of _
exhaust back pressure on engine power. (Rcfercnca 9.)
The tests were conducted on s single-cylinder Univer-
sal test engine of about 35 horsepower. Figure 9
shows..,the percentage increase in power obhtined in
these _tests with various reductions in cshaust back
presan% at engine speeds of 1,000, 1,200, 1,400, I,COO,
and 1,800 r. p. m, The plotted points indicate thtit
the effect of the eshaust bttck pmssurc on the engine
power is influenced alfiost negligibly by the cnginr

.-
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speed. F~& 10 shows how the -mrMion in exhaust As the data for these three investigations were ob-
back pressure aflects the engine power at se-reraI tained on enggea of ddferent size, the reaults were ‘e
compression ratios. The cur-me represent the rewdts reduced to a percentage basis, as shown in Figure 11, “- ‘“ -—
obtained, using the best wd-re timing for
each compression ratio. If the same valve
timing had ,been used for alI compression
ratios the curves would not ha~e crossed each
other, and ,the curves for the 7.35 ratio
would have been lowest for all pressure
conditions. The curves show that an en-
gine should be of high compr~on ratio
in order to give the minimum reduction
in power with increase in the exhaust back
pressure when operating at aItitude.

Very comprehensive tests on the effect
of exhaust back pressure on engine power
were recently conducted by the Bureau
of Standards cm a Curtiss D–12 engine.
Th- tests indicate that a straight-line
relation exists between the engine poxer
and he exhaust back pressure, and that
with a carburetor pressure of 29.92 inches
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of mercury a gain of 2.56 horsepower is obtained for
each inch of mercury reduction in exhaust back pres-
sure. In these teds the carburetor air temperature
was 59° F. and the engine speed 2,000 r. p. m.

to make a comparison possible. Inasmuch as the t=ts
made by the Bureau of Standards on a Curtiss D–12
engine were the most comprehensive of the three, and
the resuhs seemed to represent a fair average, these
results mere used b obtain the vaIues used in Figure
3 of this report. These tests by the Bureau of Stand-
ards are also in exact agreement with teds conducted ._
by the French (Reference 10), in which it was found
that the percentage increase in power at altitude with
respect to power at ground is equal to 0.62 P. P is
the difference between intake manifold pressures and
daust manifold pressures expressed in pouids per ‘
square inch.

All the data that have been shown on the effect of
exhaust back pressure on engine power have been for
carburetor pressures of 29.92 inches of mercury. This
fact must be borne in mind when the results are
applied to other probkms; reducing the pressure at
the carburetor decreases the total amount of po~er
remaining to be dected, therefore, the decrease in
horsepower for each inch reduction in exhaust back
pressure becomes an increasingly Iarge percentage of

.
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the total power. - At altitudw of 20,000 feet and above
one may expect conditions in which an exhaust back
pressure of 4 inches of. mercury reduces the power 15
per cent as compared with a rwiuction of 2% per cent
when the carburetor pressureis 29.92 inches of mercury.

CONCLUS1ONS

The results of this investigation show that for alti
tudes up to 20,000 feet, when ideal methods of control
are employed, there is very little difference in super-
chargers from the point of view of net engine power,
whi~efor critical altitudw. over 20,000 feet an engine
develops more power when equipped with an exhaust
turbosupercharger than with any @her type. The
Roots supercharger, because of its less efficient type of
compression, gives the lowest engine power.

The method of control used on a geared-centr&gal
type of supercharger is very unsatisfactory from the
standpoint of net engine power wheri wmpared with
the method used on the Roots or turbocentrifugal
superchargers. A geared-centrifugal supercharger of
20,000-foot critical altitude wouId reduce the engine
power 20 per cent at sea level as compared with less
than 2 per cent for a Roota or turbocentrifugal super-
charger.

In rega-rd to mechanical limitations, the geared
centrifugal has the advantage of Iow weight and neat
installation, the Roots type would rank nest in these
points”, and the exhaust turbosupercharger wodd be
the least desirable.

LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMtiI~EE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, J7A., Januarj 19, 19S1,
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TABLEI.—THEORETICAL POWER REQUIRED TO COMPRESS 1 POUND OF AIR PER SECOND FROM ATMOS-
PHERIC PRESSURE TO 29.92 INCHES H . FOR STANDARD ALTITUDES FROM O TO 40,000 FEET, USJXG ‘THE -—
POLYTROPIC AND COX3TANTPRESSU%kPROCESS

—.
Horsepower requfred to mnprm 1 pound of e.Irper =b~ the polytrophprocesefcrtheMmvingcomlxeasfortAtrme-
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TABLE H.-THEORETICAL DISCHARGE AIR TEMPERATURES OBTAINED BY COMPRESSING AIR FROM ATMOS-
PHERIC PRESSURE TO 29.92 INCHES Hg., USING SEVERAL COMPRESSION EXPONENTS FOR STANDARD _ -.

ALTITUDES FROM O TO 40,000 FEET
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